
 Gibsonburg, Oh 43431  info@sleeptitethermal.com 

                       READ THOUROUGHLY. NOTHING IS TO BE REMOVED UNLESS APPROVED 

Please remove from the treatment area the following items prior to our arrival: 

✓ People, plants, and pets, including fish and exotic animals. No tank/cages removed unless requested. 

✓ Store Oxygen tanks (not the generators), and all bagged up aerosol cans outside to be treated. 

✓ Fresh fruits and vegetables, chocolates, wines, medicines and vitamins, wax items.  

✓ Guns and ammunition.  

✓ Have all Antique furniture with finish or fragile glue points inspected for possible removal from heat. 

✓ Vinyl miniblinds, and any vinyl items. Leave removed blinds in room on the floor against wall. 

✓ Wooden and stringed musical instruments, leave the cases.  Piano’s may go out of tune. 

✓ Saving furniture is our goal. Dispose severely infested items only if advised. No mattress encasements required. 

Prior to treatment complete the following: 

✓ Nothing on, in, or under beds, couches, and chairs.   Eliminate floor clutter in EVERY room. 

✓ Separate sectional couches, disconnect all power assemblies and store in kitchen in bag. 

✓ No clothes or coats hanging on walls or doors. Ok to hang coats on kitchen chairs. 

✓ Please do not block doors, Leave centers of rooms and walkways completely unobstructed. 

✓ Vacuum Floors, after vacuuming put a small amount of baby powder (talc powder) into vacuum cleaner. 

✓ Strip all beds, remove linens.  Hot water wash and high heat dry, then bag with new bag. “PROCESS” Them  

✓ Remove smoke detectors or uninstall batteries, store in kitchen for technicians inspection upon arrival. 

✓ Unplug All Monitors/TV, Computers, routers, MODEMS. Store bagged small sensitive electronics in kitchen. 

✓ KITCHEN: don’t unplug appliances. Store requested items onto counters tables and chairs. Heat reduced here.  

✓ Only remove from walls plastic picture frames or those assembled with glue. Store in kitchen. 

✓ PROCESS dresser clothes in every room. Store items out of the treatment area.  Do not process closet clothes 

unless folded. Hang sensitive items in closet to be sterilized during heat treatment. 

✓ Place smaller clutter items such as shoes and toys into a firm aerated laundry basket. Use gallon size ZIP-LOCK 

bags for small loose items on dressers and in nights stands. Store in same room. 

✓ Drain and disassemble waterbeds. Disassemble for proper treatment.  Partially deflate and unplug ALL air beds. 

✓ Set home furnace to 90 degrees on service day morning upon waking, then set to FAN once we arrive. 

✓ ALL occupants must be ready to leave immediately upon our arrival.  ONLY take processed clothing to change into. 

Other:___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

It is the owner’s or agent’s responsibility to notify Sleeptite of the presence of Fire sprinklers and heat sensors 

.In the event you do not complete this preparation sheet as prescribed and Sleeptite is unable to provide service on 

scheduled service day, there will be a $200 trip charge assessed unless a 24 hour notice is received for rescheduling.  

$50/half-HR charge may be assessed for incomplete preparation. Sleeptite’s technicians will complete preparation during 

thermal remediation if permissible. Service day Inspection to determine estimate if this is required.   

REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS. Sleeptite Thermal Bedbug Extermination, LLC assumes no liability for damage to 

structures not built to local codes, or for faulty gas meters, pipes or wires. It is necessary to have access to electrical power. We are not 

liable for damage to old, oxidized, or improperly applied, peeled, or chipped finishes.  We also assume no liability for damage to 

painted surfaces. 

I/We the undersigned have read, reviewed, and agreed to all the provisions contained herein and have acknowledged receipt of an 

exact copy of this safety notice.  In the event that I/we do no comply with the requirements of this notice, I/we agree to hold the 

licensed Company/Operator, and any others involved in the completion of stated treatment, harmless of any liabilities connected with 

this treatment. 

Owner/ Agent Signature:         Date: 


